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"Many people are uninformed about VA. These are the ones who regard
it as just good cost reduction, good industrial engineering, or good buying."

Q. Is there still resistance
to VA among departments
affected by it?
A. None, where i t is understood and needed. But sometimes a iot, if it is not understood and where improvements are embarrasing to
those who created the systems, products, or practices
in use.
Q. Do you find more resistance in government areas?
A. That depends. Excluding
government military procurement and design, where enormously effective work has
started, a basic plan of government is to get and keep
a s many people on the payroll
as possible. To them VA
would be a threat if i t resulted
in decreasing the number of
employees. However, all government services are growing
and most agencies don't have
enough funds to expand personnel fast enough. VA is thus
acceptable to many government groups when it means
a way of relieving the pressure for expanded services.
I t can provide these services
without a n increase in overall costs.
Q. Do you see any merit in
some consumer complaints

that VA has reduced the quality of the products they buy?
A. Absolutely none. The entire VA system consists of
techniques and approaches to
achieve the same quality by
improved means a t lower
costs. When manufacturers
are forced to lower costs in
order to compete, and don't
use VA, they do so by removing quality, and the consumer gets a bad product.
Poor quality is the result of
having no VA.

Q. If VA so effectively deals
with costs, why isn't it stopping inflation?
A. Again it's management's
decision. Management has
learned t h a t consumers usually don't oppose price increases. So the simple, sure,
and fast way to get acceptable earnings is by raising
prices instead of buying good
VA training and taking it out
of costs. It's easy now, but in
the long run price rises will
be disastrous to our way of
life. A meaningful consumer
rebellion, or any equivalent
action would bring an immediate demand for increased
VA.

Q. Would you give us your
over-all personal view of VA

as it stands today vis-a-vis
the Nineteen Forties, and
what kind of a future it
faces?
A. My view of VA today is
broader and deeper than i t
was, say, twenty years ago.
I understand VA techniques
better now than I did then.
I see i t as a system of disciplined thinking. There are a
number of steps in this system t h a t are a change-a refinement-in the original Job
Plan approach to VA.
The very first step is what
I call mind-setting. This
means taking time-whether
it's twenty minutes or half a
day, whether it involves one
person, or a team of four or
five-to
determine exactly
what we a r e trying to do. All
minds must be brought exactly in tune. Or if only one
is involved, his mind must be
exactly tuned to the task.
From there, we have to go
to four separate steps, each
of which must be taken separately, each of which requires
a totally different type of
thinking. These steps cannot
be taken simultaneously ; we
must finish one before we
start the next.
After mind-setting, the
first step is information
g a t h e r i n g , g e t t i n g down
everything we know or must
know about the project a t
hand. From there we move to
problem-setting, which is analyzing the information we
have gathered and defining
exactly what problem we expect to solve. Then comes the
creative thinking step-brainstorming is one form which
has always been and always
will be a basic part of value
analysis.
Finally comes the judgment, or judicial thinking,
step. Here, i t is no longer a

question of discarding ideas
that were developed in the
creative session and trying to
find the "one ready solution."
There are no readymade solutions from creativity-there
are superior approaches to be
de-bugged and developed. We
may have 100 ideas written
down, but no one provides
"the" solution.
What we have to do in this
step is minimize disadvantages. Of course, no intolerable and unyielding disadvantage is permitted. Our task is
to pick one or two of the ideas
that have large benefits or
advantages, then put 90% of
our time into minimizing their
disadvantages.

Q. Would you say that the
quality of VA men available
is any different than say 10
years ago?
A. Many competent professionals are developing. Some
are excellent teachers, some
excellent doers, some excellent administrators.
Q. It seems then that you
are bullish on VA for the future?

A. Yes sir! Sometime, I
hope soon, there will be
enough pressure or force
against
constantly
rising
prices so that the real need
for VA will increase. Another
important factor is that men
who have in their "do it"
days learned and used VA are
now becoming managers.
They understand it. They

"The entire VA system consists of
techniques and
approaches
to
achieve the same quality by improved means at lower costs."

know what i t will do. They
are using it to reach their cost
objectives. I would say that I
see a permanent upward
trend in the progress of VA
because it meets a human
need, and is becoming better
understood. Like any great
breakthrough
in
human
thought, it has been opposed
by those who did not understand it, but that group is
END
dying out.
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